Members: Present
Chairman Troy Bradley (USA)
Hans Akerstedt (SWE)
Lindsay Muir (UK)
Sabu Ichiyoshi (JPN)

Observers Erwin Pellegrum (NED)

1) Apologies for absence – Don Cameron (UK), Rich Jaworski (USA), Rich has actually resigned from the Sub-Committee

2) Review of the minutes of 2019

3) New records and claims 2020 – 2021

Ratified

- Leticia Noemi Marques (ARG) World AT08 - AT15 Distance record of 667.85 meters, World AT08 – AT15 Duration record of 16 minutes (files 19223 and 19224)

- Alicia Hempleman-Adams (GBR) Feminine AX04 – AX06 Altitude record of 4,628 m (file 19239)

4) Sporting Badges.
   - There were four new sporting badge claims in 2019 – 2020
   - BROEDERS, Henk (NED) Gold + 2 Diamonds
   - COLE, Timothy (USA) Silver
   - MOLNAR Csaba (HUN) Gold + 1 Diamond
   - PALS, Erik (NED) Silver

5) Notable Achievement Register
   - The last update of the Notable Achievement Register was in 2013. An effort will be made by the Sub-Committee to meet within the next few months to bring the list up to date, and to transfer the data to a user-friendly web site.

6) CBFAI Program
   - The CBFAI Program needs to be updated on the format to make it useable on newer computers.

7) Motions – None
8) Other Business
   - There was a discussion regarding replacing the position that Rich Jaworski has vacated on the Records Sub-Committee. After discussing potential candidates, it was decided to reach out to Sebastian Eimers (GER) to see if he has an interest.

9) Subcommittee chairman and members 2021

   Chairman: Troy Bradley (USA)
   Members: Hans Akerstedt (SWE)
              Don Cameron (GBR)
              Sabu Ichiyoshi (JPN)
              Lindsay Muir (GBR)